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CHARACTERIZATIONS AND GENERALIZATIONS OF CONTINUITY

J. M. ASH, J. COHEN, C. FREILING, L. GLUCK, E. RIEDERS, AND G WANG

(Communicated by Andrew Bruckner)

Abstract. The condition f(x + 2h) - 2f(x + h) + f(x) = o(l) (as h -+ 0)
at each x is equivalent to continuity for measurable functions. But there is a

discontinuous function satisfying 2f(x + 2h) - f(x + h) - f(x) = o(l) at each

x. The question of which generalized Riemann derivatives of order 0 char-

acterize continuity is studied. In particular, a measurable function satisfying

J2"=x ccif{x + ßjh) = 0 must be a polynomial. On the other hand, for any Rie-

mann derivative of order 0 and any p e [1, cx>], generalized LP continuity

is equivalent to LP continuity almost everywhere.

Introduction

In Zygmund's book Trigonometric series, the space of Lipschitz 1 functions

is defined by the relation \g(x + h) - g(x)\ = 0(h), and what is now called
the Zygmund space A, is defined by the relation |#(x + 2/z) - 2g(x + h) +

g(x)\ = 0(h). These spaces are different. However, Zygmund points out that
if 0 < a < 1, the conditions

\g(x + h) - g(x)\ = 0(ha)

and

\g(x + 2Ä) - 2g(x + h) + g(x)\ = 0(ha)

are equivalent [Zy, p. 44].   This suggests that for measurable functions the
condition

f(x + 2ft) - 2/(x + ft) + f(x) = o(l)   (as ft -> 0)

might be equivalent to continuity of /. Considering, at the point x = 0, the

example

f(h) = nh   ifh = ~±   (i = 0, 1,..., «=1,2,...)

f(x) = 0     elsewhere
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shows that this equivalence cannot be true at a single point. This leads to the

following definition. Let aß be a point of R" x W with £ a, = 0. Let

Caß := {f : R -. R : for all x, lim^0 E"=i a¡f{x + ßth) = 0} . If f e Caß ,
say that / is generalized n-point Riemann differentiable of order 0 with respect
to aß, or more simply, say that / is generalized continuous with respect to

aß.

Remarkably, in view of the above example, it turns out that / is continuous

if and only if, for all x, f(x + 2ft) - 2/(x + ft) + f(x) = o(l). In other words,
C(i,-2,i)(2,i,o) = C, the set of continuous functions on R. On the other hand,

f(x) = j¿X{x¿o} at every x satisfies limA_02/(x + 2ft)-/(x-r-ft)-/'(x) = 0 so

that C(2,-i,-i)(2,i,o) 2 C • These two results are special cases of Theorem 1,

which classifies generalized 3-point Riemann derivatives of order 0 into those
characterizing continuity (i.e., Caß = C ) and those extending continuity (i.e.,

Caß^C).
If, however, one ignores sets of measure zero, then any Riemann derivative

of order 0 based on any number of points is a characterizer, rather than an
extender, of continuity. This is the content of Theorem 2. Theorem 3 is an LP

version of Theorem 2 .

Now consider generalized (n + 2)-point Riemann derivatives of order 0 of

the form

lim ¿ mf(x + b'h) - ( ¿ aA f(x) = 0.
i=o \ <=o    /

To such a difference we associate a polynomial which we call the character-

istic polynomial. A simple reduction allows us to assume that |ft| > 1. The

characteristic polynomial is YH=oaiz'- Theorem 4 shows that such derivatives

characterize continuity exactly when all n roots of the characteristic polynomial

lie outside of the closed unit disk.
It remains only to classify the general (n + 2)-point Riemann derivatives of

order 0. By simple change of variable we may assume these have the form

lim ¿ a¡f(x + ft/A) - I ¿ a, J fix) = 0,
"*   i=0 \i=o    /

where ftn = 1 and the \b,\ are nondecreasing. Let b := ft» (but if bx = -I let

ft '■= -\b2\ ). Then for all / let p¡ := logft./logft, where log/3 := log|/3| + in
when ß < 0, so that our derivative can be written as

lim¿û;/(x + V»h) - f ¿a, ) f(x) = 0,

where a case-by-case check shows that po = 0 and SRp, > 0 when i > 1. By the

now obvious analogy with the situation described in the previous paragraph, we

are led to the following conjecture.

Conjecture. If for all x we have

lim ¿ a¡f(x + b»h) - ( ¿ aA f(x) = 0,
~*   (=0 \/=0     /
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where Po = 0 and SR/7, > 0 when I > 1, then f is continuous if all the roots of

the quasipolynomial Y!¡=oa'zPi have moduli strictly greater than 1.

Theorem 5 shows that the converse of the conjecture is true. It follows that

a positive resolution of the conjecture amounts to a complete classification—to

decide whether an (n + 2)-point Riemann derivative of order 0 characterizes

continuity one would need only check whether its characteristic quasipolynomial

has any zeros in the unit disk. Theorem 6 confirms the special case of the

conjecture that arises when |ao| > Y11=x \a¡\ and all bPi are positive. Theorem
7 points out that quasipolynomials often have a finite number of roots. This

feature provides a little more evidence in support of the conjecture.

Theorem 8 is of a slightly different flavor. Suppose we know only that /

is measurable and that, for every x and every ft, / satisfies the difference

equation
n

5>/(x + ft,ft) = 0.
i=0

Then / must be a polynomial and the degree of f is controlled by the behavior

of the sums Y^ai°[-

Results

Suppose that a measurable real-valued function satisfies

(1) limaxf(x +ßxh) + a2f(x +ß2h) + a3f(x +ß^h) = 0,      allx,
h—»0

where £>,- = 0, II «i^ °> and the /?, are distinct, with \ßx\ > \ß2\ > \ß3\.
Condition (1) holds for continuous functions; the converse, however, is not

always true.

Theorem 1. A function satisfying (1) everywhere is continuous whenever

(i)   ßi = 0 and either of the following two conditions holds.

(ii)   \ßx\ > \ß2\ and \a2\ > \ax\,

(iii)   ßx = -ß2 and ax ¿a2.

If either (i) fails or both (ii) and (iii) fail, then there is a discontinuous function

satisfying (1).

Proof. We begin with a full set of counterexamples. If ß3 ^ 0, then the char-

acteristic function of {0} is discontinuous and satisfies (1). Henceforth, we

will take /33 = 0.
Now let a := a2/ax and ft := ßx/ß2, and replace ft by h/ß2 so that condi-

tion (1) becomes

(2) lim[/(x + ftft) + a/(x + ft)-(l+a)/(x)] = 0,    allx,
A-»0

and (ii) and (iii) become

(ii')   |ft| > 1 and |a| > 1,
(iii')   b = -landa¿l.

Notice that a ^ -1 since a = -1 corresponds to a3 = 0. Also, ft ¿ 1 since
the ßi are distinct.

If |ft| > 1 and |a| < 1, let Fix) := |x|logi»i(-a) if x ¿ 0 and let F(0) = 0.
More explicitly, when x ^ 0,

F(x) = |x|lo^<lal>{cos((log|i)| |x|)(arg(fl) + n)) + isin((log|¿)| |x|)(arg(a) + *))}.
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Note that the function F satisfies (2) but is discontinuous at 0. To get a

real-valued counterexample, take, for example,the real part of F.

Also, if ft = -1 and a = 1, the function sgn(x) satisfies (2) but is discon-

tinuous at 0.
It now remains to prove the positive results, namely, that condition (2) to-

gether with either (ii') or (iii') implies the continuity of /. The latter is easy,

since

f(x + ft) - f(x) =T^{f(x - ft) + af(x + ft) - (1 + a)f(x)}

+ j-^2 Vi* + h) + af(x -h)-(\+ a)f(x)}

and as ft —> 0 the first quantity in curly brackets tends to zero by hypothesis.

The substitution of -ft for ft shows that the second quantity does also. Next,
observe that if condition (ii') holds, then the identity

f(x + b2h) - a2f(x + h) + (a2 - l)f(x)

= [f(x + ft(ftft)) + af(x + bh)-(l+ a)f(x)]

- a[f(x + bh) + af{x + ft) - (1 + a)f(x)]

allows us to assume without loss of generality that ft > 1, and the coefficient of

f(x + ft) is -a, where a > 1.
In short, we may now suppose that ft > 1, a > 1, and

(3) lim(f(x + bh)-af(x + h) + (a-l)f(x)) = 0   for all x.
h—>0

Theorem 1 will be proved if we can conclude that / is continuous.

Let E = {x : f is discontinuous at x} . We will successively show that E

has the following properties:

(A) It has measure 0.
(B) It is perfect, i.e., closed and without isolated points.
(C) If it is nonempty, then it is dense in some nontrivial interval.

Thus, if E is nonempty, because of (C) it is dense in some interval, but

because it is closed (see (B)), it must contain that interval. This contradicts

(A), which proves Theorem 1.

Proof of (A). This is a special case of the first of the following results.

Theorem 2. If f is real valued and measurable and if YH=\ <*if(x + ßih) = o( 1 )
as ft -► 0 for all x e A, where £ a, = 0, then f is continuous at almost every

point of A.

Theorem 3. Let 1 < p < oo, and let f be measurable and real valued. If

rh

1   /
h Jo

Y.aifix + ßit)
i=i/o

as ft —► 0 for all x e A,  where £) a, = 0, then

dt = o(l)

1   fh
lim T /   |/(x + t) - f(x)\p dt = 0    for almost every x e A.
A-0 ft Jo
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These theorems can be thought of as assuming the existence of generalized

Riemann derivatives of order 0 and concluding the existence of Peano deriva-
tives of order 0. Their proofs, but not their statements, are contained in [Asl].

The theorems in [Asl] are asserted for derivatives of order > 1, but, as was

remarked to Ash by Patrick O'Conner in 1969, the proofs in [Asl] are, without
modification, proofs of Theorems 2 and 3.

Proof of iß). We need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. // limh^oY!¡=oa'(f(x + hn) ~ /(*)) = °-   lflo| > E"=i N> and
0 < |fto| < |fti| < • ■ • < |ft«|, then either f is continuous at x or there is nx > 0

such that

(4) sup    |/(x + ft)| = oo
\h\e\nM]

for all 0 < n < nx, where ft := |ft„|.
Furthermore, if all ft, are positive, then either supA€^ ¿^ |/(x + ft)| = oo for

all 0 < n < nx or f is right continuous at x. An analogous result holds for left

continuity.

Proof. We may assume x = 0, /(O) = 0, an = -1, and fto = 1 without

loss of generality. Suppose / is not continuous at 0. There is a sequence x„

converging to 0 such that |/(x„)| > c for some positive c. Choose 0 < ß <

1 - E"=i Iu¿| ■ Then there exists 170 > 0 such that for |ft| < n0

¿fl//(ft/A)-/(A)
1=1

<ßc.

Claim. If \f(h)\ > c and \h\ < n0, then \f(b¡h)\ > a|/(ft)| for some i =
l,...,n, where a := (1 - J?)/£|a,| > 1.

To see this, simply observe that if otherwise,

\f(h)\ < ¿a,-/(M)
1=1

+ ßc< ia"£\ai\ + ß\\f(h)\ = \f(h)\,

a contradiction.
Now given 0 < n < n0 , for any M > 0, choose k so large that akc> M.

Then choose x„k in the sequence such that \bkx„k\ < n. Because |ft,| > 1 for

each /', repeatedly using the claim, we can find elements c¡ e {bx, ..., b„},
j —1,2, ... , so that for some integer J = J(k) > k + 1,

\C\C2---Cj-\Xnk\<n<\ci---CjXHk\   and   \f(cx---CjX„k)\>aJc>M.

(A fine point: it is conceivable that ft. = -1 and that all but a finite number of

the Cj 's are equal to ft. so that \c\ ■ ■ ■ cjx„k | never exceeds n. This does not
occur because the claim disallows two consecutive choices of -1. In fact, from

Cj+X = Cj+2 = -1 there would follow the absurdity \f(c\---Cji-l)2x„k)\ >

a2\f(cx---CjXnk)\. In particular, if n = -ft» = 1, continuity of / at 0 is

forced.) But \cx ■■•Cjx„k\ e (r¡, bn] so that we have sup|A|€{,i6,] |/(A)| > M

for any M. This proves the first part of the lemma since M may be arbitrarily
large.

The other two parts of the lemma have similar proofs. D
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We return to the proof of (B). If / satisfies (3) but x is not a point of

continuity, then it follows from Lemma 1 that

lim sup 1/001 = oo.

Conversely this condition clearly forces / to be discontinuous at x, so we may

characterize E by E = {x : limsup^.,. |/00l = oo}. Now let a be a limit
point of E. Then there are points of E arbitrarily close to a, but each point

of E has points where |/| is arbitrarily large arbitrarily close to it, whence
limsup^_û |/(x)| = oo   and a is in E. This proves that E is closed.

Now suppose that x is an isolated point of E. Then / must be either right

or left discontinuous at x . If, say, / is right discontinuous at x, then from

Lemma 1 we have that, for every sufficiently small n > 0, sup{|/(y)| : y e
[x + n, x + bn]} = oo, which in turn implies that / has a discontinuity in

[x + n, x + bn]. This is a contradiction, since n can be taken arbitrarily small.

Property (B) is established.

Proof of (C). Now suppose that E is nonempty and nowhere dense. By virtue

of (B), we may assume that E is perfect. Let G = Ec, and let t*o be a

component of G. Then t*o must have an end point xn in E ; suppose it is

the left endpoint. Since E is perfect, E has a second point to the left of xo ,

so G (being dense) has a finite component, say (xx ,yx). Again xx e E so
that there are points of E below, but arbitrarily close to, x> and consequently

components of G below, but arbitrarily close to, xx. Let (X2, y2) be such a

component with b(xx - X2) < (yx - xx). Having picked the component of G

called (x/t_i, yk-i), pick a component of G (xk , yk) below but so close to

(xjt_i, yk-\) that

(5) xfc_i -xk <c(yk-X — Je*—1 ),    where c := ft-1.

It is geometrically evident that

(6) yk-X-xk-X <xk_2-xk_x     fork = 2,, 4, ....

Then {xk} descends monotonically to a finite limit point. To see this, note

that inequalities (5) and (6) imply xk_x - xk < c(xk_2 - xk-X), whence

xk_x -xk< c(xk_2 - xk_x) <■■■< ck~2(xx - x2)

so that (let x0 = 0) x„ = Y,l=ixi - x¿-i > x. - £m)V(Xi - x2) > x. -
■rhzixi - x2) for all n . Call the limit point 0 and note that the x„ 's are in

E and decrease to 0. So by the lim sup characterization of E, 0 is a point

of right discontinuity. Find the n0 associated with relation (4), and pick k so

large that yk < n0. Applying first (5) and then (6) j times followed by a last

application of (5) produces xk+j - xk+J+x < ci+xiyk - xk) for j = 0, 1, ... ;
so taking limx„ = 0   into account we have

xk = £(•*'' ~ *w) < Y, ci(yk - Xk">
i>k !>1

= 737CV* - Xk) =  \_b-\(yk - xk) = ¿37 fr* - Xk).

Thus bxk < yk- But this means that there is an rj just slightly larger than x^

with bn < yk. Then [n, bn] c (xk, yk) C G, so / is continuous and hence
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bounded on [n, bn], contrary to supA6[(h6l/] |/(ft)-/(0)| = oo. This proves (C)

and completes the proof of Theorem 1.   □

Remark. Theorem 1 is concerned with three-point schemes. The smallest pos-

sible schemes for continuity are two-point of the form

fix + ßxh)- f(x + ß2h),     where \ßx \>\ß2\ and ßx ¿ ß2.

These are of no interest for characterization because the example of the char-

acteristic function of a single point shows that to characterize continuity in the

sense of Theorem 1 we must have ß2 = 0, and then the change of scale ft —> 4-

shows that the condition analogous to (3) is itself the definition of continuity.

Theorem 4. Assume that f : R —> R is measurable and that for every x

(1) lim ¿ aif(x + ft'ft) - ( ¿ aA fix) = 0,
~*   ;=0 \i=0     /

with n>2 and ft ^ {0, 1,-1}. Then if |ft| > 1, relation (7) is equivalent to
continuity when all of the (possibly complex) roots of the characteristic polynomial

(:= Y,"=oaixi) have moduli > I. If at least one root has modulus < 1, then

there is a continuous on R \ {0}, discontinuous at 0, function satisfying (7).
The situation is analogous if 0 < |ft| < 1, but the characteristic polynomial is

then Yf¡=o<*n-iX'.
Remarks. Special differences of this form were studied in [MZ] and [As2]. The

excluded values of ft, 0, 1, and -1 correspond to cases where #{b'} < 2 and

so are covered by either Theorem 1 or the previous remark. It is interesting

that the characteristic polynomial depends on the {a¡} but not on ft .

Proof of Theorem 4. If 0 < |ft| < 1, set ft = kb~" and ß = b~l. Then (7)
becomes lim^_0 £"=0a„_,/(x + ß'k) - YJc„_,/(x) where \ß\ > 1. Thus it

suffices to treat the case where |ft| > 1.

Assume henceforth that |ft| > 1. Ease notation by writing 0(A) = (pxj(h) :=

fix + h) - fix). Then we may rewrite (7) as

n

(8) lim£a,r/j(ftift) = 0,
¡=o

while continuity at x, when it occurs, has the formulation limA_,0 ̂(h) = 0.

Let a be a root of £ a,x' so that £"=0 a.x' = (x - a) ]Ci=o a'ix'- Then we

have the following functional identities:

(9) ¿fl/W'A) = "¿a;W+1ft) - ^(ft'ft))
1=0 i=0

and

(10) ¿a,-0(ft'ft) = "¿a>(ft'ftft) - a*¿a;.0(ft'ft).
í=0 i'=0 i=0

Note that while the {a,} are real, some {a, a¡} may be complex.
First suppose that  \a\ <  1.  Recall the counterexample function  F(x) =

|jC|log|*i(-a) given above in the proof of Theorem 1. Since F satisfies (2), by
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virtue of identity (9), F also satisfies relation (8). Finally since the {a,} are
all real, the real part of F provides a real-valued discontinuous at 0 function

satisfying (8).
Now assume that all roots of the characteristic polynomial have moduli > 1,

and let a be a root of that polynomial. It suffices to show that

lim £ a'¡<p(blh) = 0   everywhere,

for repeating the argument n - 1 times will lead to

o

lim£a|")0(ft'ft) = O   for all x
~*   ;=0

(note a„ = a'n_x = a'/¡_2 = ■■■ = a0n' ), i.e., that / is continuous at every x .

The proof is very much like the positive part of the proof of Theorem 1,

since relations (3) and (10) are almost identical. The reduction there to ft>

1 works here also since ft is real, but, since a may be complex, a2 is not

necessarily positive so that we may not assume that a is positive. From the
original assumption (7) we have by Theorem 2 that / is continuous a.e. So

letting E := {x : lim/,_>o£<z,0(ft'ft) # 0} we see that \E\ = 0. The proof is
completed by carefully tracking the proofs of steps (B) and (C), replacing a by

\a\ as required.   D

Theorem 5. Suppose that Po = 0 and, for i e {1, 2, ... , n}, p¡ satisfies SR/j, >

0. If the characteristic quasipolynomial Y!¡=oaizPi has a root of modulus <

1, then for any ft with \b\ > 1, there is a function /:1-»1 which is

discontinuous at 0 and continuous elsewhere with the property that for every

xeR

lim ¿ a¡fix + ft* A) - (¿ a,A f(x) = 0.
~*   1=0 \i=0     /

Proof. The counterexample function is the same as the one given in the proof

of Theorem 4, namely the real part of |x|logi*i(_a), where a is a root of the

characteristic quasipolynomial satisfying \a\ < 1.    D

Theorem 6. Let 0 < bo < bx < ••■ < b„, and suppose that |an| > 7J"=i \a¡\- If
for evety x e R

Jim ¿ a¡fix + ftift) - ( ¿ a, ) f(x) = 0,
~*   i=0 \i=0     /

then f must be continuous.

Proof. Use Lemma 1. Steps (A), (B), and (C) follow without any change.   D

To further support the conjecture, we note that (with the aid of Theorem 6),

Theorem 4 can be extended to the case where the characteristic quasi polynomial

is a product of polynomials of single variables. We omit the details.

Theorem 7. Suppose that aoa„ / 0 and p0 < SRpi < • • • < SRp„_i < 9tp„. Then
the quasipolynomial P(z) := Y^1=oa>zPi has at most a finite number of roots on

any sheet of its Riemann surface.
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Proof. Fix a sheet by defining zp := ep(Hzl+,argz), where argz is constrained

to lie in a fixed half-open interval of length 27t. This is necessary, for otherwise
a quasipolynomial such as xn - 1 would have infinitely many roots. To fix

ideas, say that -n < argz < n. Since \zp\ = |z|Ri,t?_9-°aiBZ and |argz| < n,

it is easy to see that the first term of P is dominant for \z\ small. Similarly,

the last term of P is dominant for \z\ large. Thus the only possible zeros of

P lie in an annulus A centered at z = 0, but P is analytic on its associated

Riemann surface pS := {z : 0 < |z| < oo, -oo < argz < oo}. Hence its zeros

have no accumulation points on A since A c S. Thus P can have at most
finitely many zeros.   D

To see that both of the strict inequalities appearing in the statement of Theo-
rem 7 are necessary, notice that x' - 1 = 0 is satisfied by e2nn for every integer

n.

Theorem 8. Suppose that d > 1 and

•A    ./í=0.       j = 0,l,...,d-l,

S^t/o,     j = d.
Let f be a Lebesgue measurable function satisfying the following difference equa-
tion:

n

(11) ^2 aif(x + bih) = 0  for all real x and all real A.
1=0

Then f is a polynomial of degree at most d - I.

Proof. We may assume an # 0. Divide equation (11) by ao, replace x by

x - ftoA , set a, := -a./ao and /3, := ft, - ftn for i = 1, ... , n, and transpose
all but the first term to get

n

(12) f(x) = V] a¿f(x + ßih)    for all real x  and all real ft.
i=i

First note that / is locally bounded; for if not, then there is a convergent

sequence {xk} so that \f(xk)\ -» oo. Let M be a large integer. If k is suffi-

ciently large, \f(xk)\ > nmax{|a,|}Af. From equation (12), it follows that for

every choice of ft there is a j e[l, n] so that \f(xk + ßjh)\ > M. Thus if, for

j = l,...,n,Ej:={h e[0, 1]: \f(xk + ßjh)\ >M}, then [0, 1] = \JEj.
Consequently there is a j0 so that

(13) \Ejo\> l-.

Let / := [infixé} + minj{ßj, 0}, sup{x¿;} + max7{/3;, 0}] and FM := {t e

I '■ 1/(01 > M}. Let c := min{|/3,|}¿. From equation (13), we see that

\Fm\ > \ßj„\\Ejo\ > c- But the sets {Fm}m=\ are nested, so their intersection
must have measure at least c and |/| exceeds every M on that intersection,
which contradicts the fact that Lebesgue measurable functions are finite almost

everywhere.
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Since / is locally bounded, we may form its indefinite integral

(14) F(x):= ffit)dt.
Jo

Integrate equation (12) from 0 to 1 in the variable ft to get

(15) f{x) = J2?±(F(x + ßi)-F(x)).
,=i Pi

Equations (14) and (15) bootstrap / into the class C°°. Since / is locally

bounded, by (14) F is continuous; then by (15) / is continuous; then by

(14) F' is continuous; then by (15) /' is continuous; then by (14) F" is

continuous; etc.

Finally differentiate equation (11), with respect to ft, d times. Then set ft =

0 and divide by 7J"=o aM to get that / has identically zero dXn derivative,

which is to say that it is a polynomial of degree at most d - 1.    D

Remarks. Note that Theorem 8 even holds when d = 0, provided we interpret

the set of all polynomials of degree -1 to be the singleton consisting of the

function 0. Also d < n in Theorem 8, since YJa¡bj = 0, j = 0, ... , n,

would be a homogeneous system and det(ft/) ^ 0. If one looks for a hypothesis
between that of Theorem 1 and Theorem 8, one might try to replace "for all x

and for all ft " by "for all x and for all ft with |ft| < H(x), where tY(x) > 0
for every x ". This concept, which might be called locally identically zero, is

quite different from the hypothesis of Theorem 8. To see this, consider the

function s(x) := sgn(x) which satisfies s(0 + ft) - 25(0) + 5(0 - A) = 0 for all
ft , while, for x ¿0, s(x + ft) - 2s(x) + s(x - ft) = 0 provided |ft| < |x|. We
will not pursue the idea of locally identically zero any further here.
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